Comparison of neuronal activity in septal and hippocampal grafts developing in the anterior eye chamber of the rat.
Septal and hippocampal tissue of the rat embryos (17-18 days of gestation) was transplanted into the anterior eye chamber of adult rats. Four to six months later the grafts with the piece of iris were transferred into an incubating chamber, and extracellular registration of neuronal activity was performed. Septal grafts (SG) were characterised by the presence of a greater number (70%) of spontaneously-active units, than the hippocampal grafts (HG, 41%). The level of activity in SG units was higher (mean 2.2 spikes X s-1, maximal 24 spikes X s-1), than in HG (mean 1.0 spikes X s-1, maximal 3.0 spikes X s-1). Among spontaneously active HG units, the cells with 'complex spikes' constituted the majority; in SG, besides the units with irregular single spike activity, the neurons with regular pacemaker-like and rhythmic burst (0.5-5 per s) activity were present. Stimulation of interface between iris and a graft evoked a single-spike or short burst responses in HG units. In SG, responses were tonic with gradual increase of discharge frequency or with repetitive bursts; in some cases suppression of the activity was observed. Responses of HG units followed repetitive stimulation up to 30-50 Hz and were characterized by prominent frequency potentiation. This was not observed in the SG units. These data show that embryonal nervous tissue differentiating in the anterior eye chamber develops some organotypic features of spontaneous and evoked activity similar to the activity of corresponding structures in normal conditions and in slices of adult brain.